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“Kriging” (after the South African mining engineer and Professor Danie Krige) is a term used for a family
of methods for minimum error variance estimation. Consider a linear (or rather affine) estimate  
	


















where *  is a constant and * ) is the weight applied to  ) .
We consider  ) as particular realisations of random variables 5 ) , 6 $ 5 	   5 	 ﬁ  "!#$ 5   5 ﬁ 7! .
We think of 5 
	ﬂ as consisting of a deterministic mean and a stochastic residual 5 
	ﬂ8:9;
	 ,=< 	 with
a constant covariance > 
	?A@;B > C@8 where @DE	ﬂ)GFH	JI is a displacement vector measuring distance









The actual error LF

 is unknown but for the expectation of the estimation error we get




 E M&5  FO*  F 3 ! 6 N :9  FP*  F 3 !?Q  (3)

































The estimation variance is
^R_
`
 Var M&5  F
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! Cov M&6  5 N 
where c is the variance/covariance matrix (also known as the dispersion matrix) of 6 , c  D M&6 N with
elements > )eIf > g@h)iIB > 
	)dF=	KI that are the covariances between observations at locations 	R) and
	KI
. Cov M&6  5  N is a column vector of covariances between observations at locations 	R) and 	 . ^ _` is a
quadratic function in 3 .
Simple Kriging (SK)





















F4b Cov M&6  5 %N  k (8)
which gives the simple kriging system
c
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F4b Cov M%6  5  N ; ^R_ F 3 ! Cov M&6  5  N  (11)
In SK the mean is known. In practice one must estimate 9;
	 prior to the estimation or design an estimation
algorithm that requires no prior mean.
Ordinary Kriging (OK)
In “ordinary kriging” we assume that the mean is constant ( p9  ) for 5  and the  points that enter into










for any 9 . t is a vector of ones. This is possible only if *(ﬃ+\ and 3u! t s .


























 Cov M&6  5  N (16)
tJ!














































































Fb Cov M&6  5 N h ^R_ F 3 ! Cov M%6  5 N Fy? (19)
OK implies a re-estimation of 9? for each new estimation support.
Universal Kriging (UK)
In “universal kriging” we assume that the mean can be written as a linear combination of known functions









If no knowledge exists about the form of  we can use low order (typically second order) polynomials and









































































































for any  . This is possible only if *(ﬃ+\ and Ł ! 3   	ﬂ .
The weights *L) are found by minimising ^ _` with Ł ! 3    . Introduce w with  , s Lagrange multipliers



































which gives the universal kriging system
c
3},






















































































































































































F4b Cov M%6  5 &N ; ^ _ F 3 ! Cov M&6  5 %N F4 !  	   (31)
When applying UK c and Cov M%6  5 &N must be estimated after removal of the trend that we are estimating
along with the stochastic part. This is a problem that limits the use of UK (one could argue that this
characteristic doesn’t go too well with the adjective “universal”).


















An external drift is easily allowed for before estimating c and Cov M%6  5 N .
4
Factorial Kriging (FK)
In “factorial kriging” we assume that the random variable can be written not as a sum of a deterministic
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where > )ﬀg@h is the covariance function for  ) . The factors are ordered so that low indices correspond
to short range phenomena and high indices correspond to phenomena with increasingly longer range for
example stemming from  , s nested structures identified in the model of > C@; .
We can filter out the covariance contributions of any number of consecutive short range or noise factors
(with indices ranging from 0 to   F{s with \     ) leaving the long range or signal factors only.





6 . We want the
expectation E M%5h% F

5h%
N to be zero. As in the OK case this leads to 3u! t ps .









 Var M&5 % N2,43 !dc 3 Fb 3 ! Cov M%6  5 % N  (35)






























































































































6 . We want the











zero also. This leads to 3u! t q\ .
The estimation variance in this case is
^ _
`





N  Var M&5 n  N2,43 ! c 3 Fb 3 ! Cov M&6  5 n  N  (42)


















































































































We see that compared to the OK system, in the FK system the LHS is unchanged and that the covariances
on the RHS are replaced with relevant long or short range components, and that for the long range part the
weights sum to one as in OK and for the short range part they sum to zero.
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